
 

 

PERSONAL GROOMING 

through TAMIL CINEMA 
 

Cinema  is a powerful trendsetter which contributes its members to Assembly & Parliament.  

The glitterati’s from movie world influence the mass and their on screen preaches are followed 

as Bible.  Hence, Quantum Leap Academy’s content developers, after the success of scripture 

based workshops, have created a power-packed program on Personal Grooming for people in 

all walks of life.  Each topic is intertwined with powerful clipping from blockbuster movies.  We 

also admit that the real life experience with games and exercises will also give more impact in 

the minds of participants; hence we have added these too in our workshop. 

 

VIRUMANDI:  Perception differs from people to people. This is beautifully portrayed by Kamal – 

The story is narrated by two - Pasupathi (antagonist) and Kamal (protagonist) - Both the 

projections are candid when you look at the situations from their perspective, but only at the 

end when they react to the given situations the reality emerges. CRUX: The scrupulous 

knowledge will banish your delusion & strengthen your emotional immunity.  

 

THIRUVILAYADAL ARAMBAM: Protagonist Dhanush is a dexterous and frolic teen. When 

adversity strikes, he realizes the importance of money and status. He teaches a lesson to 

Prakash Raj (antagonist) and makes him realize that the money and status alone will not give 

happiness.  CRUX: Faith coupled with confidence can even move mountain if you are ready to 

take up challenges & convert the adversity into opportunity as a real life University. 

 

SATURANGA VETTAI: A vagabond (Natraj) with ulterior motive exploits greedy society with a 

catchy phrase – ‘Money is always Ultimate’.  His extravagant life comes to a standstill when he 

was left in lurch by his obnoxious associates.  An innocence rural girl, who believes that love 

and affection is the only solution for man-made problems, brings him to the path of 

righteousness CRUX: Kindness boomerang and what you sow, so shall you reap.  

 

Facilitator: Mr.S.Dharmalingam Since 2006 trained thousands of people from companies like 

Hyundai, Salcomp, Apollo Tyre, MRF Tyre, Asian Paints, Igarashi Motors, Gates Unitta, Turbo 

Energy Limited, Sundram Fasteners, Sundram Brake Lining, Greaves Cotton, Wonjin Autoparts, 

Sodecia, Convenio Food, Nokia,  TVS Rubber,  L&T, ATV Manufacturing, MATE, Shanmuga 

Precision Forging, Scigenics, SFA Tech. Creations, Srinivas Fine Arts, Sivakasi, S&T Engineers, 

Coimbatore, Ampo Valves, Perfect Engineers, Vasantha Advance Systems, etc. Educational 

institutions like IRT, Sri Ramakrishna Polytechnic, DMI College of Engineering, SSK Coimbatore, 

Sardar Raja Engineering College, Tirunelveli, ES College of Engineering Villupuram, Indian Public 

School, Doha, Qatar, etc.  Presently working as a Student Counselor and Motivational Trainer at 

Dr.MGR University and Research Centre, Maduravoyal, Chennai. 

 

This one day in-house workshop can be conducted at your premises in batches of 20 to 25 

participants @ Rs.10,000/- per day (includes transportation charges). Please contact for 

further details – Mobile – 9841056077 or quantumleapacad@gmail.com 


